
 

In this post we will list the names of the popular malayalam movie scripts. The popularity of a movie script can be gauged by its rank in google search, number of shares on social media sites, and number of downloads from file sharing sites. We have compiled a list of popular malayalam movies and their respective screenplay pdf download links for you to enjoy. Disclaimer: Malayalam is a south
Indian language that is spoken in Kerala, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh among other states. This blog article contains information about downloading malayalam movie scripts in pdf format which are originally written in Malayalam language. For the list of popular malayalam movie scripts, please visit:
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"Monyunnam" is a 2006 Malayalam film directed by C. V. Satyanarayanan starring Dileep, Kavya Madhavan and Iniya in lead roles. In this movie the title role was played by child artist Iniya. The film scored a few hits in box office and was also dubbed in Tamil as "Udhama Vadakkan Veeran". This is one of the most searched movies on google search engine. Synopsis:

The film was screened at the 9th Chennai International Film Festival. The film was dubbed and released in Tamil as "Udhama Vadakkan Veeran" (2006) (dharma dhiveeran). The events of the movie take place within a short period of 1 day. The film had its worldwide premiere at the 9th Marrakech International Film Festival on 5 October 2006. It won many awards including Best Film and Best
Direction - Malayalam at Cochin International Film Festival (2007).

Synopsis:

The movie is all set to be released on 7th Aug 2018 after its shoot has been completed in Kerala. The makers have lent their support to the cause of Kerala flood victims. The movie stars Prithviraj, Aju Varghese and Isha Talwar in lead roles. The movie was screened at the 9th Marrakech International Film Festival on 13 October 2018. It won many awards including Best Film and Best Debut Director
- Malayalam at Cochin International Film Festival (2018).

Synopsis:

The trailer is already out and it seems like a must watch for all malayalees. This film will be released in theatres across Kerala on 17th August 2018. The movie stars Dileep, Padmapriya and Bala Saravanakumar in lead roles. This movie was screened at the 10th Marrakech International Film Festival on 12 October 2018.

Synopsis:

The film is all set to be released on 7 August 2018 after its shoot has been completed in Kerala. The makers have lent their support to the cause of Kerala flood victims. The movie stars Mammootty, Shaam, Indrajith Sukumaran and Aparna Gopinath in lead roles. Malayalam Movie Scripts Pdf Download - Malayalam Movies Scripts 

Synopsis:

The film is all set to be released on 17th August 2018 after its shoot has been completed in Kerala.
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